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COOKIE POLICY
Our Cookies Policy explains what cookies are, how we use cookies, how third-parties we partner
with may use cookies on the Site, and your choices regarding cookies. Please read this Cookies
Policy in conjunction with our Privacy Policy, which sets out additional details on how we use
personally identifiable information and your various rights.

Information About Our Use of Cookies
Our website uses cookies to distinguish you from other users of our website. This helps us to
recognize you as a repeat visitor and, to improve the quality of our services, provide you with a
good experience when you browse our website and also allows us to improve our site.

What are cookies?
A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers that we store on your browser or the hard drive of
your computer. A cookie file is stored in your web browser and allows the Site or a third-party to
recognize you and make your next visit easier and the Site more useful to you. Cookies contain
information that is transferred to your computer's hard drive. Cookies are a user’s identification
card for the Orbex servers. Pixel tags (which are also called clear GIFs, web beacons, or pixels) are
little snippets of code or tiny images embedded on websites and in email that help us learn how
you interact with our site and emails.

How we use cookies
Orbex uses or may use cookies and/or web beacons to help us determine and identify repeat
visitors, the type of content and sites to which a user of our Site links, the length of time each user
spends at any particular area of our Site, and the specific functionalities that users choose to use.
We use both session and persistent cookies on the Site and we use different types of cookies to
run the Site:
•

ESSENTIAL COOKIES: These are cookies that are required for the operation of our website.
They include, for example, cookies that enable you to log into secure areas of our website,
use a shopping cart or make use of e-billing services. We may use essential cookies to
authenticate users, prevent fraudulent use of user accounts, or offer Site features.

•

ANALYTICAL/PERFORMANCE COOKIES: They allow us to recognise and count the number
of visitors and to see how visitors move around our website when they are using it. This
helps us to improve the way our website works, for example, by ensuring that users are
finding what they are looking for easily.
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•

FUNCTIONALITY COOKIES: These are used to recognise you when you return to our
website. This enables us to personalise our content for you, greet you by name and
remember your preferences (for example, your choice of language or region).
TARGETING COOKIES: These cookies record your visit to our website, the pages you have
visited and the links you have followed. We will use this information to make our website
and the advertising displayed on it more relevant to your interests. They remember that
you have visited a website and this information may be shared with third parties such as
advertisers for this purpose.

Third-party cookies
In addition to our own cookies, we may also use various third-party cookies to report usage
statistics of the Site and refine marketing efforts.
•

TRACKING COOKIES: Follow on-site behaviour and tie it to other metrics allowing better
understanding of usage habits.

•

OPTIMISATION COOKIES: Allow real-time tracking of user conversion from different
marketing channels to evaluate their effectiveness.

•

PARTNER COOKIES: Provide marketing conversion metrics to our partners so they can
optimize their paid marketing efforts.

What are your choices regarding cookies
If you'd like to delete cookies or instruct your web browser to delete or refuse cookies, please visit
the help pages of your web browser.
Please note, however, that if you delete cookies or refuse to accept them, you might not be able
to use some or all of the features we offer. You may not be able to log in, store your preferences,
and some of our pages might not display properly.

ORBEX COOKIES TABLE
You can find more information about the individual cookies we use and the purposes for which we
use them in the table below:
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1

COOKIE
External_ref

2

Campaign

3

my_ip_country

4

agent_key

5

sfRemember

6

fx_sess

7

sfRemember

8

_ic.visitor_id

9

_Ic.server_id.9999999

10

Ic_window_state

11

__utma

12

__utmb

13

__utmc

14

__utmz

DESCRITION
This cookie shows us if one of our online
agents/campaigns directed you to and
allows to reward them.
This cookie shows us if one of our online
campaigns directed you to us, allowing us
to measure promotion activity.
Store reference information about user,
indicating from which country the user has
browsed the site, helping us to customize
services according to specified location.
Store reference information about agent
account, allowing agent to auto-login if”
remember me” is checked.
Store reference information about member
account, allowing members to auto-login if”
remember me” is checked.
Store reference information about visitor,
represents unique session id for the visitor.
This cookie tracks if you’ve been shown the
cookies policy bar at the top of the page, so
it does pop up more than once.
These cookies are set by our live chat client,
supplied by liveChatInc. All cookies starting
either_ic or ic_are associated with the chat
client and store information about any
currently running chat sessions and
previous chat sessions you’ve had.
These cookies are set by our live chat client,
supplied by liveChatInc.All cookies starting
either_ic or ic_are associated with the chat
client and store information about any
currently running chat sessions and
previous chat sessions you’ve had.
These cookies are set by our live chat client,
supplied by liveChatInc.All cookies starting
either_ic or ic_are associated with the chat
client and store information about any
currently running chat sessions and
previous chat sessions you’ve had.
Esimate our audience size and usage
pattern google.com
Esimate our audience size and usage
pattern google.com
Esimate our audience size and usage
pattern google.com
Esimate our audience size and usage
pattern google.com
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